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Figure 1 

Introduction 
An investment in energy infrastructure is an 

investment in North America’s continued production 

and consumption of transportable energy over the 

next several decades. Energy infrastructure 

companies own the pipelines, storage tanks, and 

processing facilities that bring energy from the 

wellhead to America’s doorstep and increasingly to 

the coast to be exported internationally. 

In the energy industry, these activities are typically 

described as “midstream”. This is the bridge between 

production (upstream) and consumption 

(downstream). While still related to the energy 

industry, most energy infrastructure business lines do 

not have direct exposure to commodity price 

fluctuations. Their businesses take place on a set fee 

per volume or fee for service basis. In short, the 

business model is driven by volumes. 

The prices (or tariffs) that energy infrastructure 

companies can charge are determined either by 

negotiated contracts or are federally regulated. 

Typically, tariffs increase each year by a measure 

linked to inflation. In terms of volumes, the significant 

growth in North American oil and gas production has 

increased the need for energy infrastructure assets. 

While energy demand in North America has remained 

steady in recent years, long-term global demand 

growth is expected to continue, particularly for 

emerging markets, creating opportunities for energy 

infrastructure companies. Increasingly, these 

companies are processing, transporting, and storing 

hydrocarbons that will ultimately be sent to locations 

worldwide. 
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Energy Infrastructure Overview
Energy infrastructure companies are involved in the 

transportation, processing, and storage of oil, natural 

gas, and natural gas liquids (NGLs). Historically, a 

majority of the midstream space has been structured 

as master limited partnerships, or MLPs. C-

Corporations have also become more prominent in 

midstream in recent years. 

Midstream Energy Infrastructure 

Business Models 
Midstream MLPs and c-corps are involved in the 

transportation, processing, and storage of oil, natural 

gas, and natural gas liquids (NGLs). 

Transportation 

• Transportation MLPs and c-corps 

move energy commodities like oil and 

natural gas from one place to 

another. In North America, most 

energy travels through a pipeline, but 

it can also move via truck, train, or 

ship. Pipelines are the cornerstone of 

energy infrastructure companies. 

 

Processing 

• Processing encompasses any business 

that transforms a raw commodity 

into a usable form. It involves 

removing impurities like water and 

dirt from natural gas and separating 

the natural gas stream into pipeline-

quality natural gas and natural gas 

liquids (NGLs), which are used as 

heating fuels and petrochemical 

feedstocks. 

 

Storage 

• Storage includes tanks, wells, and 

other facilities both above and below 

ground. These assets provide 

flexibility to the energy economy, so 

there is propane available for winter 

heating, gasoline for summer driving, 

and jet fuel for the holidays. 

What are MLPs? 
MLP stands for Master Limited Partnership. You can 

think of MLPs as US energy pipeline companies with 

an advantageous tax structure. MLPs pay no income 

tax at the partnership (or company) level. Unlike most 

partnerships, MLPs are public companies, trading on 

U.S. stock exchanges and filing reports with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

 

What are C corporations? 
A C-Corporation, under US federal income tax law is a 

corporation that is taxed separately from its owners. 

Many companies are treated as C-Corporations for US 

federal income tax purposes and are subject to 

corporate income tax. 

 

How is an MLP Different Than a 

Traditional Corporation? 
From a business perspective, MLPs limit themselves to 

handling natural resources and minerals. MLPs do not 

pay federal income tax at the entity level, meaning 

that they can pay out more of their cash flow to 

investors as dividends. Corporations, on the other 

hand, do pay federal income tax. 

MLPs are also governed differently from regular 

corporations. Companies such as Exxon, Apple, and 

Ford are primarily owned by shareholders. Decisions 

are made by management teams as well as by 

shareholders at an annual meeting where major 

issues are decided by voting. A shareholder has one 

vote per share owned, and either a majority or a 

plurality of votes may be required for particular 

decisions. 

Most MLPs, on the other hand, are governed by their 

general partner. MLPs generally have two classes of 

owners, the general partner (GP) and the limited 

partner (LP). The general partner interest of an MLP is 

typically owned by a major energy company, an 

investment fund, or the direct management of the 

MLP. The GP controls the operations and 

management of the MLP and typically owns some 

portion of the LP. Limited partners (aka people who 

own units) own the remainder of the partnership but 

have a limited role in its operations and management. 
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How do Midstream Companies 

Make Money? 
MLPs and energy infrastructure companies largely 

operate fee-based business models. They earn a set 

fee for each barrel of oil or unit of natural gas 

transported, stored, or processed. This is because 

these companies largely do not own the oil or gas. 

They generally sign long-term contracts (5 to 20 years 

in length) with their customers, which makes for 

stable cash flows. 

Accordingly, the revenue equation for most business 

activities is fairly simple: fee multiplied by volume.  As 

such, more volumes mean more cash flows. On the 

fee side, a federal agency sets the annual rate 

increase for interstate liquids pipelines, and the fee 

increases with inflation. Pipeline fees can also be 

negotiated with a customer, based on the cost of 

operating the pipeline, or market rates for liquids or 

natural gas pipelines. On the volume side, growing 

production of US oil and natural gas over the last 

decade has necessitated more energy infrastructure 

such as pipelines, storage tanks, and processing 

plants. 
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How Investors May Make Money with Midstream Companies? 
If you own a stock, there are two potential ways to make money: 

1. The price of the stock increases and you can sell it for more than you bought it. 

2. The stock can also pay you dividends. 

MLP dividends are called distributions because of the partnership structure. The amount of distributions relative to 

the unit (or share) price is known as yield. 

MLP distributions are not guaranteed and vary depending on the MLP. The partnership agreements of individual 

MLPs determine the level of distributions. 

The historical average yield of energy infrastructure companies over the past 5 years has been around 7.7%, which 

means that if you invested $100, on average, you would be paid $7.70 each year. The chart below shows yields for 

energy infrastructure companies, represented by the Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index (AEDW), compared to 

other asset classes. Midstream companies yield 7.3% and boast a higher yield than Utilities and Real Estate 

Investment Trusts (REITs), which are asset classes known for their income potential.

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Source: Alerian, Bloomberg. Data as of 31/12/21. US 

Bonds = US Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index. REITS = FTSE NAREIT Real Estate 50 Index. Utilities 

= S&P 500 Utilities Index. Please note that all performance figures are showing net data.  
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MLP Distributions and Midstream Dividends
The midstream space has long been known for its 

attractive income. Because they primarily provide 

services for a fee, midstream companies generate 

stable cash flows, which they have historically used to 

pay generous dividends, or in the case of MLPs, 

dividends are called distributions.   

Like Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), MLPs pay 

no taxes at the entity level, so they can distribute 

much more of their cash flow to investors. Typically, 

the partnership agreements of individual MLPs 

determine how cash distributions will be paid. MLP 

distributions are not guaranteed and depend on each 

partnership’s ability to generate adequate cash flow. 

Unlike REITs that must distribute a certain percentage 

of their cash flow each quarter in order to retain their 

tax-advantaged designations, MLPs have no such 

requirement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the Pipeline Business 
The modern pipeline network in the United States has 

its roots in the outbreak of World War II. Before the 

war, the East Coast was the largest consumer of 

energy in the country. Refined products (such as 

gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel) were delivered from Gulf 

Coast refineries via tankers. Tankers also carried raw 

crude oil from the Middle East. However, once the US 

became involved in the war, German submarines 

began sinking these tankers. Together, the 

government and the petroleum industry-built 

pipelines that could cover long distances and 

transport large amounts of oil. 

This network subsequently fuelled the economic 

boom that followed the war, and many of those 

original pipelines are still in service today. There are 

both large diameter trunklines that function like 

motorways (instead of being four lanes wide, they are 

often 42” in diameter, or large enough for a child to 

stand inside), as well as smaller delivery lines which 

connect the large pipelines to each town. 
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Product travelling through trunklines is fungible —the 

customer will receive product on the other end that is 

the same quality as that which was sent, but they will 

not be the exact same molecules. It is as if someone 

sent $100 to a college student through a bank. That 

student will not get the exact same $100 bill as his   or 

her benefactor sent, but the student does not care 

because $100 is $100. Money is fungible. However, 

smaller delivery lines operate on a batch system, 

where the exact same molecules are delivered as 

were shipped. In this case, our lucky college student 

gets a couple dozen cookies, and the ones delivered 

are the exact same cookies his or her parents baked, 

not cookies that some other people made. 

 

 

For illustrative purposes only 

Source: American Energy Mapping (AEM) 2013 

 

Classification of Energy 

Infrastructure 

Companies and MLPs 
Under the Energy Midstream Classification Standard 

(EMCS), midstream companies are classified 

according to their primary business activity: 

• Pipeline Transportation: Transportation by 

large diameter pipeline of crude oil, refined 

petroleum products, natural gas and natural 

gas liquids 

• Storage: Storage of crude oil refined 

petroleum, natural gas and natural gas 

liquids in above ground tanks, depleted gas 

reservoirs, aquifers and salt caverns 

• Gathering and Processing: Transportation of 

petroleum or natural gas from the wellhead 

to processing plants 

• Liquefaction: Supercooling natural gas and 

transforming it from a gaseous state into a 

liquid, which can be shipped overseas 

• Rail Terminaling: Loading and unloading 

liquid hydrocarbons from railcars 

Energy Renaissance
Prior to the 2000s, much of the energy industry was 

focused on peak oil and the ways companies and our 

society would have to shift in response. While 

producers knew that oil reserves existed, accessing 

the oil in a cost-effective way was still difficult. 

Experts forecast that expensive and complex recovery 
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methods would be needed to continue to produce 

even a modest number of barrels. 

In the early 2000s, the natural gas industry in the US 

began widespread application of horizontal drilling 

and hydraulic fracturing (aka Fracking). The 

technologies were not new, but the combination of 

both technologies makes it possible to profitably 

produce the large reserves of crude oil, natural gas, 

and NGLs trapped between layers of shale rock. 

Horizontal drilling was developed in the first half of 

the 20th century, and the first commercial 

applications of hydraulic fracturing took place in 

1949. After seeing the success of natural gas 

companies in applying these technologies, oil  

 

For illustrative purposes only Source: US Energy 

Information Administration Annual Energy Outlook 2021 
 

 

producers began implementing the same drilling 

technology, seeing strong production growth from oil 

wells. 

In 2009, the US became the world’s largest producer 

of natural gas. By 2012, the US had an abundance of 

natural gas, leading to lower prices, but gas 

production continued to grow. In 2014, rapid growth 

in US oil production had led to a global crude 

oversupply and weakness in oil prices. A multi-decade 

ban on US crude exports was lifted by Congress in 

December 2015. In 2018, the US became the world’s 

largest oil producer. For the first time since the early 

1950s, the U.S. in 2019 was a net energy exporter and 

remained so in 2020.  

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and price 

weakness in 1H20, US energy production declined. Oil 

production reached a relative bottom in May 2020 

and has gradually rebounded. As shown in the chart 

below, the long-term outlook for US energy 

production remains constructive.  

  

The North American Energy Landscape and Midstream
Energy infrastructure companies are not the ones engaging in horizontal drilling or hydraulic fracturing. Instead, they 
are typically focused on the more stable businesses within the energy complex. The tremendous growth in U.S. oil 
and natural gas production necessitated a significant investment in the buildout of new energy infrastructure. While 
not as dramatic, energy production from Canada has also increased, necessitating new infrastructure. The 
production growth seen over the last decade or so in the U.S. and Canada would not have been possible without 
these infrastructure assets.  
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Clearly, this massive infrastructure buildout had a hefty price tag, with midstream companies spending significant 
capital for years. However, annual capital investment peaked in 2018 or 2019 as production growth rates were 
expected to moderate. The weakness in oil prices in 2020 led to a decline in U.S. energy production, and companies 
recalibrated spending plans in response, with some planned projects tabled. While U.S. energy production is 
expected to recover into 2022, midstream capital spending plans are generally more modest than in the past. As 
such, midstream is expected to enjoy the fee-based cash flows of previously completed projects, while reduced 
growth spending should allow for significant free cash flow generation.   
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Shale Revolution 

For many decades, producers drilled for oil and gas in rock formations such as carbonates, sandstones, and 
siltstones. These formations, known as conventional formations, have multiple porous zones that allow the oil and 
gas to flow naturally through the rock. This ability of rocks to allow fluids to flow is known as permeability. 
Conventional formations have higher permeability than unconventional formations like shale rock. Vertical drilling, 
which involves drilling straight into the ground, worked for many years on conventional formations because once 
the drill bit hit a particular area, the high permeability would allow the hydrocarbons to be extracted easily.  
 
Shale is a type of geological formation found in sedimentary rocks. For quite some time, the energy industry has 
known that oil and gas existed in shale. But because shale rock is not as permeable, using old techniques with 
vertical drilling did not make it economically feasible to recover resources because it would only capture a limited 
amount. Three technologies together truly changed the game for extracting shale resources: 3D seismic imaging, 
horizontal drilling, and hydraulic fracturing. 
 
 Here’s a more in-depth look at each. 
 

• Seismic technology: uses acoustic energy, vibrations, and reflected signals to determine the location and 
density of rock formations. Think of it like an underground map.  

 

• Horizontal drilling: allows the operator to drill a well, and then manipulate the drill bit underground to make 
a 90-degree turn and cover a much larger area. Multiple (up to 20 or more) horizontal wells can be drilled 
from a single drill pad, lowering drilling costs, increasing efficiency, and minimizing the impact to the 
environment. After the well is drilled and lined with casing, it is ready for hydraulic fracturing.  

 

• Hydraulic fracturing: describes the process in which a mixture of water, sand, and other chemicals is 
pumped into a well at a very high pressure to break up shale rock. The highly pressurized mixture lets a 
driller open all those tiny pockets. The water is then removed, and the remaining sand props open the rock, 
allowing hydrocarbons to flow freely to the surface.  

 

In short, 3D seismic drilling tells producers where to drill, horizontal drilling increases the amount of area drilled, and 
hydraulic fracturing solves the issue of low permeability. 
                    

The map below shows some of the major natural gas and crude oil shale production areas in the United States. 
There are shale plays in Canada as well, such as the Montney Shale in Alberta and British Columbia. Energy 
infrastructure companies built the pipelines, terminals, storage facilities, and processing plants to get production 
from these regions to end markets or the coast for export in usable form. 
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Image source: EIA, Design: HANetf 

 

Energy Infrastructure and MLP Investing 
 

Why Add Energy Infrastructure to 

Your Portfolio? 

 

Yield Enhancement: MLPs pay no taxes at the entity 

level so they can pay out more of their cash flow to 

investors as distributions. Midstream corporations 

also offer generous income. 

 

 

 

Stable Cash Flows: Midstream companies are largely 

fee-based, volume-driven businesses that play a vital 

role in connecting North American energy production 

with rising long-term demand globally. This results in 

more stable cash flows relative to other energy 
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sectors. With reduced capital spending plans relative 

to the past, midstream companies are generating 

significant free cash flow.  

Defensive Energy Exposure: Given the fee-based 

nature of midstream, cash flows are less sensitive to 

commodity price volatility compared to other sectors 

of energy, such as oil and gas producers. 

Real Assets: Midstream provides exposure to long-

term physical assets that generate inflation-protected 

cash flows.  

Diversification: Energy infrastructure has historically 

had a low correlation to other income-orientated 

investments like bonds or utilities. MLPs are not 

included in most broad market indices. 

Tax efficiency: For European and Asian investors, 

there is no withholding tax payable on the dividends 

paid by the ETF. Please seek independent tax advice

 

 

Risks of Adding Energy 

Infrastructure to Your Portfolio 

Commodity Price Sensitivity – Since MLPs and energy 

infrastructure companies do not own the oil and gas 

they transport, their business performance is not 

directly connected with the price of oil or gas. 

However, commodity prices can impact production 

volumes and overall sentiment for energy stocks.  

Legislative Risk –Legislative risk mostly stems from the 

potential that Congress could change or abolish the 

beneficial MLP tax structure. 

Alternative Energy and Demand Destruction – The 

potential for alternative energy to replace 

hydrocarbon-based energy is a long-term risk as 

demand for the products handled by midstream 

companies could change. Energy transitions tend to 

take many years, but energy infrastructure companies 

are actively evaluating opportunities in alternative 

energy today. Perhaps, pipelines could be repurposed 

in the future to transport captured carbon dioxide or 

hydrogen. Existing infrastructure assets should be 

largely compatible with drop-in fuels like renewable 

natural gas or renewable diesel. The adoption of 

alternative energy represents a risk for energy 

infrastructure but may also provide opportunities. 

Risks of trading ETFs -As with all ETFs, your capital is 

at risk and you may not get back the full amount you 

invested. Past performance is no guarantee of future 

performance.

 

Favourable Income  

MLPs and energy infrastructure corporations typically provide a greater yield than other income-oriented 

investments. MLPs can pay out more of their cash flow as distributions because they do not pay taxes at the entity 

level. Energy infrastructure corporations draw on the legacy of generous payouts from MLPs and tend to offer robust 

income as well, although yields tend to be lower for corporations than MLPs. The dividend-weighted approach of the 

Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index (AEDW) further enhances the index yield.  
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Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Source: Alerian, Bloomberg. Data as of 31/12/21. US 

Bonds = US Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index. REITS = FTSE NAREIT Real Estate 50 Index. Utilities 

= S&P 500 Utilities Index.    

 
 

 

Stable Cash Flows 
 

Unlike other sectors of energy, the midstream space is less dependent on the prices of oil and natural gas given that 
these companies are largely collecting fees for services provided. For example, an oil pipeline will collect a fee for 
each barrel of crude transported, or the owner of a storage tank will collect rent for the leased storage space. The 
resiliency and stability of midstream cash flows was evident in 2020, particularly in contrast to other energy sectors that saw 
significant declines in their cash flows. The weakness in oil prices in 2020 led to a decline in U.S. energy production, and 
companies recalibrated spending plans in response. While U.S. energy production is expected to recover into 2022, 
midstream capital spending plans are generally more modest than in the past. As such, midstream is expected to 
enjoy the fee-based cash flows of previously completed projects, while reduced growth spending should allow for 
significant free cash flow generation. This has resulted in significant buyback authorizations across the midstream 
space. As of 31 December 2021, approximately 70% of the Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index (AEDW) had a 
buyback authorization in place.  
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Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Source: Alerian, Bloomberg. Data as of 31/12/2021. 

 

 

Relative to other sectors of energy, MLPs and energy infrastructure corporations tend to perform more defensively 

(less sensitive to oil prices) given the fee-based nature of their businesses. Midstream contract protections like 

minimum volume commitments help ensure revenues for the company even in challenging market environments 

where volumes may otherwise be declining. MLPs are not immune to movements in oil prices, which tend to impact 

sentiment for the energy sector and have implications for US oil production. However, the energy infrastructure 

business model of providing services for a fee helps insulate the space from oil and natural gas price volatility as 

demonstrated in early 2020. As oil prices have improved, midstream companies have rebounded as overall energy 

sentiment has improved.  

 

 

Midstream and US Energy Production 
With improved technologies unlocking the vast potential of US shale reserves, the US has become the world’s largest 

producer of both oil and natural gas. MLPs and energy infrastructure companies provide the critical infrastructure 

that facilitates everyday life from driving a car to cooking with a natural gas stove to supplying natural gas power 

plants that generate electricity. While much of the produced energy is consumed domestically, the US has also 

become a significant energy supplier to the rest of the world, exporting crude oil, natural gas liquids, and liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) to countries around the globe. Exports require significant energy infrastructure – facilities to 

process natural gas and natural gas liquids into usable form, pipelines to move hydrocarbons to the coasts, and export 

terminals to load hydrocarbons onto ships. Midstream companies have facilitated the growth in US energy 

production and exports.  
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For illustrative purposes only 

Liquids exports include crude, petroleum products, and natural gas liquids. Source: US Energy Information 

Administration as of 31/12/21 

 
 

For illustrative purposes only 

Source: US Energy Information Administration as of 31/12/21 
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Diversification Benefits 
 

Energy infrastructure provides diversification relative to broader market indices as well as other income- oriented 

investments. For portfolios increasingly allocated to passive products tracking well-known market indices, the 

diversification benefit of midstream may be particularly attractive. For example, there are currently only three 

midstream corporations included in the S&P 500 – ONEOK (OKE), The Williams Companies (WMB), and Kinder 

Morgan (KMI). MLPs are not included in broader market indices. Notably, energy infrastructure has relatively low 

correlations with other income-oriented investments, including Utilities and Bonds. Adding midstream to an income 

portfolio with these investments could provide diversification while also enhancing the income profile of the 

portfolio. 

Many investors use MLPs as part of their equity income, real estate or energy allocations with a typical allocation of 

3%-6%. It’s important to keep in mind that investments in MLPs come with risks, as do all equity investments. 

 

Correlation to Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index 

  Utilities REITs Bonds S&P 500 

3-Year 0.42 0.78 0.12 0.78 

5-Year 0.35 0.74 0.09 0.76 

 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Source: Alerian, Bloomberg. Data as of 31/12/2021. US 

Bonds = US Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index. REITS = FTSE NAREIT Real Estate 50 Index. Utilities = 

S&P 500 Utilities Index. Correlations were calculated monthly for the trailing three and five years ending 

31/12/2021 Please note that all performance figures are showing net data.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend UCITS ETF 

Dist (MMLP) 
The Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend UCITS ETF (MMLP) is a UCITS compliant Exchange Traded Fund domiciled in 

Ireland. 

The fund seeks to provide diversified exposure to energy infrastructure companies involved in the processing, 

transportation and storage of oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids in the US and Canadian markets and includes 

MLPs and C-corps. 

It is the first UCITS ETF to provide exposure to the energy infrastructure sector via an Alerian index. By employing a 

synthetic strategy, MMLP enables efficient replication of the index.  

Please remember that the value of your investment may go down as well as up and past performance is no 

indication of future performance.
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Listings Table  
Exchange BBG Code RIC ISIN Valoren SEDOL Currency TER

London Stock Exchange MMLP LN MMLP.L IE00BKPTXQ89 - BMVFZ02 USD 0.40%

London Stock Exchange PMLP LN PMLP.L IE00BKPTXQ89 - BL96TT7 GBP 0.40%

Borsa Italiana MMLP IM MMLP.MI IE00BKPTXQ89 - BMHVZQ0 EUR 0.40%

Deutsche Boerse Xetra JMLP GY JMLP.DE IE00BKPTXQ89 - BMHVZP9 EUR 0.40%

 

 

About Alerian 

Alerian is an independent information services company serving asset managers and investment professionals 

around the globe through its indexing, research and data capabilities. Built on a foundation of data rigor and 

specialty research, Alerian pioneered how the master limited partnership (MLP) asset class is measured and created 

the first real-time MLP index—the Alerian MLP Index-- the most widely used benchmark for midstream MLPs. Today, 

Alerian continues to innovate, delivering indexes, tools, thought leadership, and actionable insights that equip 

stakeholders to make informed decisions. 

About HANetf 

 
HANetf is an independent ETF specialist founded by two of Europe’s leading ETF pioneers, Hector McNeil and Nik 

Bienkowski, to challenge conventional approaches to ETF product development and create distinctive opportunities 

for investors. HANetf’s UCITS ETF range is the result of close collaboration with leading asset managers that 

leveraged HANetf’s full-service white-label ETF platform to simplify the setup, launch and distribution of their 

investment ideas. 

 

Important Information 
Communications issued in the UK (ETFs and ETCs) 

The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited (“HANetf”) and approved by Privium Fund Management 

(UK) Limited (“Privium”). HANetf are an appointed representative of Privium, which is authorised and regulated by 

the Financial Conduct Authority.). HANetf is registered in England and Wales with registration number 10697042. 

Communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) relating to ETFs 

The content in this document is issued by HANetf Management Limited (“HML”) acting in its capacity as 

management company of HANetf ICAV. HML is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. HML is 

registered in Ireland with registration number 621172. 

Communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) relating to ETCs 

The content in this document is issued by Walnut Financial Services B.V. and OAKK Capital Partners B.V. (“OAKK”), an 

investment firm authorized and regulated by the Authority for the Financial Markets in The Netherlands. OAKK is 

registered in the Netherlands with registration number 24425154. 
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This communication has been prepared for professional investors, but the ETCs and ETFs set out in this 

communication (“Products”) may be available in some jurisdictions to any investors. Please check with your broker 

or intermediary that the relevant Product is available in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment profile. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of the Products may vary and they do 

not offer a fixed income. This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our 

belief or current expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes. Forward looking statements 

are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be 

accurate and actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are 

cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. The content of this document is for 

information purposes and for your internal use only, and does not constitute an investment advice, 

recommendation, investment research or an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any Product or make 

any investment.  An investment in an exchange traded product is dependent on the performance of the underlying 

asset class, less costs, but it is not expected to track that performance exactly. The Products involve numerous risks 

including among others, general market risks relating to underlying adverse price movements in an Index (for ETFs) 

or underlying asset class and currency, liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks. In addition, in relation to 

Cryptocurrency ETCs, these are highly volatile digital assets and performance is unpredictable. The information 

contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other 

step in furtherance of a public offering of securities in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where 

none of the Issuers (as defined below) or their Products are authorised or registered for distribution and where no 

prospectus of any of the Issuers has been filed with any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document 

or information on this document should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United 

States. None of the Issuers, nor any securities issued by it, have been or will be registered under the United States 

Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified under any applicable state securities 

statutes.  

 

The Issuers: 

1. HANetf ICAV, an open-ended Irish collective asset management vehicle issuing under the terms in the Prospectus 

and relevant Supplement for the ETF approved by the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”) (“ETF Prospectus”) is the issuer 

of the ETFs. Investors should read the current version of the ETF Prospectus before investing and should refer to the 

section of the ETF Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the 

ETFs. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the ETF Prospectus. 

2. HANetf ETC Securities plc, a  public limited company incorporated in Ireland, issuing under the terms in the Base 

Prospectus approved by the Central Bank of Ireland and the final terms of the relevant series (“ETC Securities 

Documentation”) is the issuer of the precious metals ETCs. Investors should read the latest version of the ETC 

Securities Documentation before investing and should refer to the section of the Base Prospectus entitled ‘Risk 

Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETCs. Any decision to invest should be based 

on the information contained in the ETC Securities Documentation. 

3. ETC Issuance GmbH, a  limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany, 

issuing under the terms in the Prospectus approved by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht ("BaFin") 

and the final terms (“Cryptocurrency  Prospectus”) is the issuer of the ETCM ETCs. Investors should read the latest 

version of the Cryptocurrency Prospectus before investing and should refer to the section of the Cryptocurrency 

Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETCs contained in 

the Cryptocurrency Prospectus. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the 

Cryptocurrency Prospectus. 

 

The ETF Prospectus, ETC Securities Documentation, and Cryptocurrency Prospectus can all be downloaded from 

www.hanetf.com. The decision and amount to invest in any Product should take into consideration your specific 
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circumstances after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. We do not control and are not 

responsible for the content of third-party websites.  

We believe the information in this document is based on reliable sources, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. 

The views expressed are the views of Hanetf at time of publication and may change. Neither Privium nor Hanetf is 

liable for any losses relating to the accuracy, completeness or use of information in this communication, including 

any consequential loss.   

 

 

 

 

 


